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ABSTRACT
Using a kinetic description of a homogeneous magnetized dusty plasma with Maxwellian distribution of electrons and protons
and dust particles charged by inelastic collisions and by photoionization, we analyse the dispersion relation considering the case
where waves and radiation propagate exactly parallel to the ambient magnetic field. The investigation emphasizes the changes
that the photoionization process brings to the propagation and damping of the waves in a stellar wind environment, since Alfvén
waves are believed to play a significant role in the heating and acceleration processes that take place in the wind. The results
show that, in the presence of dust with negative equilibrium electrical charge, the Alfvén mode decouples into the whistler and
ion cyclotron modes for all values of wavenumber, but when dust particles acquire neutral or positive values of electrical charge,
these modes may couple for certain values of wavenumber. It is also seen that the whistler and ion cyclotron modes present
null group velocity in an interval of small wavenumber, and that the maximum value of wavenumber for which the waves are
non-propagating is reduced in the presence of the photoionization process. For very small values of wavenumber, the damping
rates of the modes could change significantly from very small to very high values if the sign of the dust electrical charge is
changed.
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1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Dust particles are commonly present in various space environments,
such as stellar winds, planetary rings, planetary atmospheres, comet
tails, and interstellar medium, which are also composed of a fully
ionized plasma composed of electrons and ions. The combination
of a traditional plasma embedded with charged dust particles can
be defined as dust in a plasma (where the mean distance between
dust grains is greater than the Debye length and they can be treated
as isolated particles) or as a dusty plasma (where the charged dust
particles participate in the collective behaviour).

Once a dust particle is embedded in a plasma, it acquires an
electrical charge from a variety of charging mechanisms such as
absorption of charged particles by inelastic collisions, photoioniza-
tion, secondary electron emission, and field emission, among others.
For a more detailed account of the main charging mechanisms of
dust grains, see e.g. Shukla & Mamun (2002).

This variable charge modifies the dielectric properties of the dusty
plasma. In particular, it may change the dispersion relations of
normal wave modes causing the appearance of additional damping
mechanisms and may also be responsible for the emergence of new
wave modes, such as the dust acoustic waves, dust ion acoustic
waves, and electrostatic dust ion cyclotron waves (D’Angelo 1990;
Rao, Shukla & Yu 1990; Merlino et al. 1998).

Of particular importance is the study of damping and propagation
of Alfvén waves in stellar winds. These winds are responsible for the
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mass-loss of massive stars and their acceleration may be caused by
several mechanisms, Alfvén waves being proposed as one of them.
The idea that Alfvén waves are present in the winds of stars in many
regions of the Hertzsprung–Russell diagram is supported by the fact
that these waves are observed in the solar wind (Smith et al. 1995;
Tomczyk et al. 2007) and they are generated by oscillations in the
magnetic field at the base of the wind. As they propagate, these waves
dissipate energy and transfer momentum to the plasma, which can
heat and accelerate the wind.

Alfvénic fluctuations are ubiquitous in the solar wind and are
related to important processes that take place there and are recorded
by in situ observations. For instance, Alfvén waves may be related to
the observed temperatures of the different particle species present in
the solar wind, particularly to the proton velocity distribution, which
displays a ‘double-humped’ feature, with peaks separated by the local
Alfvén speed (Marsch 2006). Low-frequency Alfvénic turbulence
may also be chiefly responsible (via several non-linear processes)
for the (larger) observed profile of magnetic field turbulence in both
the fast and slow solar winds. Moreover, there is growing evidence
that the decades-old enigma of the mechanism responsible for the
heating of the solar corona and acceleration of the solar wind is
related to non-linear kinetic processes that take place between the
local plasma and upward-propagating (from the solar chromosphere)
Alfvén waves (De Pontieu et al. 2007; Cranmer et al. 2015). Rather
than giving a long list of publications, the reader is referred to the
recent compilation by Raouafi et al. (2021).

Jatenco-Pereira & Opher (1989) proposed a model for mass-loss
in late-type stars where they used a flux of Alfvén waves as an
acceleration mechanism of the wind, considering wave damping due
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to non-linear effects, surface Alfvén wave absorption, and turbulent
effects. Later, Falceta-Goncalves & Jatenco-Pereira (2002) included
in the model of Jatenco-Pereira & Opher (1989) the effects of
radiation pressure on grains and a new strong damping mechanism
of Alfvén waves due to the presence of dust, resulting in a more
realistic (and consistent with observations) acceleration mechanism
of winds of cool supergiant stars.

Several works have been published studying the effects that dust
particles cause in the propagation and damping of waves in a stellar
environment using a kinetic formulation and considering only the
absorption of plasma particles as the charging mechanism (De Juli &
Schneider 1998; De Juli et al. 2005, 2007a, b; Ziebell et al. 2005,
2008; Schneider et al. 2006; Gaelzer et al. 2008; Gaelzer, De
Juli & Ziebell 2010). Some of the results show that the presence
of dust particles with variable charge leads to several changes in
the dynamic properties of the waves, for example the appearance
of an additional damping mechanism of Alfvén waves beyond the
conventional Landau damping and the occurrence of mode coupling
between distinct branches of the dispersion relation.

More recently, Galvão & Ziebell (2012) developed the formalism
for a kinetic theory for magnetized dusty plasma, including the
photoionization as charging mechanism of the dust particles together
with absorption of plasma particles. In this work, we make use of the
formulation of Galvão & Ziebell (2012) to analyse the modification
that this new charging process brings to the propagation and damping
of Alfvén waves that propagate parallel to the ambient magnetic
field.

As we will see, the addition of the photoionization process can
change the real part of the frequencies of the whistler and ion
cyclotron modes for small values of wavenumber, reducing the
region of null group velocity, a feature observed in the presence
of dust in the plasma. This new charging mechanism could also
change significantly the imaginary parts, i.e. the damping rates of
these modes for very small values of wavenumber if the equilibrium
electrical charge of the dust particles acquires a null or positive value,
which becomes possible when photoionization is considered.

The plan of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we describe the
basic features of the dusty plasma model employed and the charging
processes considered. Section 3 presents the dispersion relation for
Alfvén waves with Maxwellian distributions for plasma particles.
In Section 4, we present some numerical results of the dispersion
relation considering parameters typically found in stellar winds. The
conclusions are presented in Section 5. In Appendix A, we evaluate
the component of the dielectric tensor that arises from the addition of
the photoionization process, within the approximations considered
in this work.

2 TH E MO D EL

The model we use in this work considers a homogeneous plasma
composed of electrons, protons, and spherical dust particles in the
presence of an ambient magnetic field B0 = B0ez, in an environment
with incidence of anisotropic radiation. In this model, the dust grains
have constant radius a and variable charge qd, which originates from
inelastic collisions between the dust particles and particles of species
β (electrons and ions) with charge qβ and mass mβ , and from the
emission of electrons by photoionization.

The dusty plasma is considered collisionless except for the
inelastic collisions that lead to the charging of the dust grains.
Therefore, the model considers a transport equation for the plasma
particles that includes a collision term due to the absorption of plasma
particles by the dust grains and a source term related to emitted

photoelectrons. To acknowledge the variation of the dust electrical
charge in a kinetic description of the dusty plasma system, the dust
charge is treated as a dynamical variable and a kinetic equation for
the dust particles is considered. A detailed account of this formalism
is given by Vladimirov (1994), De Juli & Schneider (1998), and
Galvão & Ziebell (2012).

Since all dust particles are assumed to have the same mass, which
is much larger than the masses of either protons or electrons, they are
assumed to be immobile. Consequently, this model will be restricted
to waves with frequency much higher than the characteristic dust
frequencies, thereby excluding the modes that can arise from the dust
dynamics. That is, we consider the regime in which ω � max(ωd,
|�d|), where ωd and �d are, respectively, the plasma and cyclotron
frequencies of the dust particles.

2.1 Dust charging processes

Given that dust particles are considered immobile, we will work
in a range of frequencies well above the characteristic frequencies
associated with the motion of the dust particles so that we may assume
that the electric charge deposited on the grain’s surface has reached
an equilibrium value. To evaluate this equilibrium dust charge, we
use the condition of zero surface current,

I0(qd0 = Zde) = 0, (1)

where qd0 is the equilibrium dust charge, Zd is the dust charge number,
e is the elementary charge, and I0 is the charging current over the
surface of a dust grain, which is given by the zeroth-order solution of
the linearized Vlasov–Maxwell set of equations and has the following
expression (Galvão & Ziebell 2012):

I0(qd) =
∑

β

Iβ0(qd) + Ip(qd), (2)

where Iβ0 is the current due to absorption of plasma particles of
species β in the equilibrium and Ip is the photoemission current.

Because dust particles acquire an equilibrium charge, the equilib-
rium number densities of the different species of plasma particles are
no longer the same, as expected in a two-species plasma. Instead, the
equilibrium number densities are obtained from the quasi-neutrality
condition∑

β

nβ0qβ + qd0nd0 = 0, (3)

where nβ0 and nd0 are the equilibrium density of the plasma particles
of species β and the dust particles, respectively.

The absorption current is caused by inelastic collisions of plasma
particles with dust particles, and has a cross-section described by the
orbital motion limited (OML) theory (see e.g. Allen 1992; Tsytovich
1997), which neglects the presence of the ambient magnetic field
in the charging process. In principle, the magnetic field should
influence the absorption current since it changes the motions of
plasma particles. However, a numerical calculation performed by
Chang & Spariosu (1993) shows that the charging of the dust particles
by inelastic collisions is not significantly influenced by the presence
of an external magnetic field when a � ρG, where ρG = (π /2)1/2rLe

and rLe is the electron Larmor radius.
Salimullah, Sandberg & Shukla (2003) used a modified OML

theory to show that, in a strongly magnetized dusty plasma, the dust
charging process and the damping of low-frequency electrostatic
waves are modified when the plasma species’ Larmor radius is
comparable to the dust particle radius. This effect happens because
the orbits of plasma particles are confined to one dimension along the
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magnetic field lines, making the dusty plasma anisotropic. Hence,
charging currents to a spherical grain are not the same in distinct
directions.

More recently, Kodanova et al. (2019) used a particle-in-cell
simulation to calculate the dust particle charge at different values
of the magnetic field. Their work shows that an external magnetic
field could reduce significantly the absolute value of the dust particle
charge when the magnetic field is sufficiently strong, resulting in an
electron Larmor radius smaller than the dust particle radius. On the
other hand, for values of magnetic field where the electron Larmor
radius is much larger than the dust radius, the value of the dust
electrical charge is quite similar to that where no magnetic field is
considered, corroborating the work of Chang & Spariosu (1993).

For the values of parameters used in this work, the relation a �
ρG is always satisfied, i.e. the electron Larmor radius is always much
greater than the dust particle radius, making it possible to use the
OML theory in our formulation.

Therefore, the explicit expression of the absorption current is given
by (De Juli & Schneider 1998)

Iβ0(qd) = πa2qβ

∫
d3p

(
1 − Cβ

p2

)
H

(
1 − Cβ

p2

)
p

mβ

fβ0, (4)

where

Cβ ≡ 2qdqβmβ

a
, (5)

and p is the momentum of the plasma particles, fβ0 is the distribution
function of species β in equilibrium, and H(x) is the Heaviside
function. Assuming Maxwellian distribution for the plasma particles,
equation (4) can be evaluated for electrons (β = e), resulting

Ie0(qd) = −2
√

2πa2ene0vT e

⎧⎨
⎩

exp
(

qde

akBTe

)
, qd < 0(

1 + qde

akBTe

)
, qd ≥ 0

, (6)

and for protons (β = i), resulting

Ii0(qd) = 2
√

2πa2eni0vT i

⎧⎨
⎩
(

1 − qde

akBTi

)
, qd ≤ 0

exp
(
− qde

akBTi

)
, qd > 0

, (7)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant, and vTβ
= (kBTβ /mβ )1/2 and Tβ

are, respectively, the thermal velocity and temperature of the plasma
particles of species β.

Since the electron thermal speed is much larger than the ion
thermal speed, the absorption of ions by the dust particles will
be negligible when compared with the absorption of electrons. So,
we may consider a constant ion density in order to evaluate the
equilibrium dust charge together with the electron density with
equations (1) and (3).

The model that describes the photoelectric current assumes that
electrons at the surface of the dust grains have a certain probability to
absorb the incoming radiation and, when absorbed, these electrons
can be emitted if the energy of the radiation is greater than the work
function of the material of the grain. For the case of a positively
charged dust particle, the energy of the emitted electron must
overcome the electrostatic attraction by the grain, otherwise it will
be reabsorbed by the dust particle. This model also assumes that the
number of electrons emitted by unit area by unit time is proportional
to the intensity of radiation, and the distribution of momenta of the
electrons in the material obeys the Fermi–Dirac statistics.

For the case in which radiation is unidirectional, propagating in
parallel with the ambient magnetic field, the photoelectric current for
a spherical dust grain with charge qd uniformly distributed over its

surface can be written as (Galvão & Ziebell 2012)

Ip = 2

h3

∫
d3pσp(p, qd)

pz

me

[
1 + exp

(
p2

2mekBTd
− ξ

)]−1

, (8)

where h is the Planck constant, Td is the dust temperature,

ξ = 1

kBTd
(hν − φ), (9)

with ν being the incident radiation frequency and φ the work function
of the material. We also have

σp(p, qd) = eπa2β(ν)�(ν)SaH (pz)H

(
1 + Ce

p2
H (qd)

)
, (10)

which is the photoemission cross-section, where Ce = −2meeqd/a,
β(ν) is the probability of an electron that arrives to the surface coming
from the inside to absorb a photon of frequency ν at the surface, �(ν)
is the number of photons with frequency ν incident per unit of area
per unit of time, and Sa = Se − Ss where Se and Ss are, respectively, the
extinction and scattering coefficients, accordingly with Mie theory
(see e.g. Sodha, Mishra & Misra 2011). We consider Sa = 1 which is
a fair approximation when 2πa/λ ≥ 10, where λ is the wavelength of
the radiation. This condition is always satisfied within the parameters
used in this work.

Evaluating the integral in equation (8), we have

Ip = ea2 4π2me(kBTd)2

h3
β(ν)�(ν)Sa

{
�(ξ ), qd ≤ 0
�(ξ, qd), qd > 0

, (11)

where

�(ξ ) =
∫ exp ξ

0

ln(1 + �)

�
d� = −Li2(− exp ξ ), (12)

�(ξ, qd) = eqd
akBTd

ln
[
1 + exp

(
ξ − eqd

akBTd

)]

+�
(
ξ − eqd

akBTd

)
, (13)

and Li2 is the polylogarithm function of order 2.
Now we define the photoelectric efficiency of the dust material,

or the fraction of absorbed photons that leads to the emission of a
photoelectron, as (see Sodha, Misra & Mishra 2009)

χ (ν) = 4πme(kBTd)2

h3
β(ν)�(ξ ). (14)

The spectral dependence of χ (ν) was formulated by Spitzer (1948)
from a study of a number of photoemitters and it can be expressed
as

χ (ν) =
{

0, ν < ν0
729
16

(
ν0
ν

)4 (
1 − ν0

ν

)
χm, ν > ν0

, (15)

where ν0 = φ/h is the threshold frequency and χm is the maximum
value of the photoelectric efficiency.

Expressing the photoelectric current with this new parameter, we
have

Ip = eπa2Saχ (ν)�(ν), qd ≤ 0,

Ip = eπa2Sa
�(ξ,qd)

�(ξ ) χ (ν)�(ν), qd > 0. (16)

For a continuous spectrum, equation (16) can be generalized (see
Sodha 1963) to

Ip = eπa2
∫ νm

ν0
Saχ (ν)�(ν)dν, qd ≤ 0 ,

Ip = eπa2
∫ νm

ν0
Sa

�(ξ,qd)
�(ξ ) χ (ν)�(ν)dν, qd > 0 , (17)

where νm is the upper limit of the spectrum defined by either χ (νm) ≈
0 or �(νm) ≈ 0, and �(ν)dν is the number of photons with frequency
between ν and ν + dν incident per unit time per unit area.
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For a stellar environment, we may consider that the star radiate as
a blackbody, so that (see e.g. Srivastava, Mishra & Sodha 2016)

�(ν)dν = 4πν2

c2

[
exp

(
hν

kBTs

)
− 1

]−1 (
rs

rd

)2

dν, (18)

where c is the speed of light in vacuum, Ts is the surface temperature
of the star, rs is the radius of its radiating surface, and rd is the mean
distance of the dust grains from the star.

3 D ISPERSION R ELATION FOR ALFVÉN
WAV ES

The components of the dielectric tensor for a homogeneous magne-
tized dusty plasma, fully ionized, with immobile dust particles and
charge variable in time, can be written in the following way:

εij = εC
ij + εA

ij + εP
ij , (19)

for {i, j} = {1, 2, 3}, where explicit expressions for εC
ij , εA

ij , and εP
ij

are given, for example, by De Juli & Schneider (1998) and Galvão &
Ziebell (2012).

The terms εC
ij refer to the dielectric tensor components of a

conventional (dustless) plasma of electrons and ions, since they have
the same formal structure, except for the i3 components and the
addition of a purely imaginary term in the resonant denominator.
The terms εA

ij and εP
ij are entirely new and only exist in the presence

of dust particles. The former is associated with the current due to
absorption of plasma particles, while the latter is associated with the
current due to photoelectric emission.

It has been shown that the additional i3 components appearing in
εC
ij due to the absorption current vanishes for Maxwellian distribution

and, for propagation parallel to the magnetic field, the term εA
ij only

occurs for i = j = 3, regardless of the form of the distribution function
(see De Juli et al. 2005). Likewise, is easy to show that the term εP

ij

also only occurs for i = j = 3 when considering parallel propagation
of the wave together with incidence of the radiation also parallel to
the magnetic field (see equation A6).

Therefore, considering propagation parallel to the ambient mag-
netic field, with electrons and protons described by a Maxwellian
distribution, a dust population with constant radius a, and radiation
also propagating in parallel to the magnetic field, the dielectric tensor
assumes the form

ε =

⎛
⎜⎝

εC
11 εC

12 0

−εC
12 εC

11 0

0 0 εC
33 + εA

33 + εP
33

⎞
⎟⎠ , (20)

where

εC
11 = 1 + 1

4

∑
β Xβ

(
Î+
β + Î−

β

)
, (21)

εC
12 = − i

4

∑
β Xβ

(
Î+
β − Î−

β

)
, (22)

and where

Î s
β = 1

nβ0

∫
d3p

p⊥∂fβ0/∂p⊥

1 − k‖p‖
mβω

+ s
�β

ω
+ i

ν0
βd(p)

ω

, (23)

with

ν0
βd(p) = πa2nd0

mβ

(
p2− 2mβ qβ qd0

a

)

p
H

(
p2 − 2mβqβqd0

a

)
, (24)

Xβ = ω2
pβ

ω2 , ω2
pβ = 4πnβ0q2

β

mβ
, �β = qβB0

mβc
, (25)

and s = ±1. The explicit form of the ε33 component will not be
reproduced here since it does not contribute to the dispersion relation
of Alfvén waves, in which we focus our attention in this work.

The general dispersion relation for k = k‖ez follows from the
equation

det

⎛
⎝εC

11 − N2
‖ εC

12 0
−εC

12 εC
11 − N2

‖ 0
0 0 εC

33 + εA
33 + εP

33

⎞
⎠ = 0, (26)

where N� = k�c/ω is the refractive index in the parallel direction to
the ambient magnetic field. The dispersion relation for Alfvén waves
is obtained by ignoring the longitudinal mode, that is, by imposing
E3 = 0. As a result, we obtain

[
N2

‖
]
s
= 1 + 1

2

∑
β

Xβ Î s
β , (27)

where s = +(−)1 identifies the right (left) circularly polarized
eigenmode.

To evaluate the integrals Î s
β we follow the same procedure used in

previous works (De Juli et al. 2005, 2007a; Ziebell et al. 2005;
Gaelzer et al. 2010), where the momentum dependent inelastic
collision frequency ν0

βd(p) is replaced by its average values in
momentum space,

νβ = 1

nβ0

∫
d3p ν0

βd(p)fβ0. (28)

This approximation is adopted in order to arrive at a relative simple
expression for the dispersion relation and has been validated by
a study performed by De Juli et al. (2007a) that demonstrated
that in the Alfvén wave frequency range the dispersion relation
can be satisfyingly described by the average collision frequency
approximation. For Maxwellian distributions we obtain

νi = 2
√

2πa2nd0vT i

⎧⎨
⎩
(

1 − eqd0
akBTi

)
, qd0 ≤ 0

exp
(
− eqd0

akBTi

)
, qd0 > 0

, (29)

νe = 2
√

2πa2nd0vT e

⎧⎨
⎩

exp
(

eqd0
akBTe

)
, qd0 < 0(

1 + eqd0
akBTe

)
, qd0 ≥ 0

. (30)

Using these expressions to evaluate the integrals Î s
β we obtain for

the dispersion relation:
[
N2

‖
]
s
= 1 +

∑
β

Xβζ 0
β Z(ζ̂ s

β ), (31)

where

ζ 0
β = ω√

2k‖vT β

, ζ̂ s
β = ω + s�β + iνβ√

2k‖vT β

, (32)

and Z is the plasma dispersion function (see Fried & Conte 1961),
given by

Z(ζ ) = 1√
π

∫ +∞

−∞

e−t2

t − ζ
dt . (33)

The equation (31) is formally the same dispersion relation for
Alfvén waves evaluated in previous works (De Juli et al. 2005; Ziebell
et al. 2005), where only the absorption of particles is taken into
account as charging mechanism of the dust particles. Therefore, the
only modification that the addition of the photoelectric current brings
to this dispersion relation is related to the equilibrium dust charge qd0,
which may modify the electron density via quasi-neutrality condition
(see equation 3) if we fix the ion and dust densities, and may also
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344 L. B. De Toni and R. Gaelzer

change the characteristics of the average inelastic collision frequency
νβ since it is dependent of the equilibrium dust charge.

In order to evaluate the numerical solution of the dispersion
relation, we introduce the following dimensionless quantities:

z = ω
�i

, ε = nd0
ni0

, uβ = vT β

vA
, χβ = qd0qβ

akBTβ
,

γ = λ2ni0vA
�i

, ã = a
λ
, λ = e2

kBTi
, q = k‖vA

�i
,

ν̃β = νβ

�i
, ηβ = ωpβ

�i
, rβ = �β

�i
, (34)

where vA is the Alfvén velocity,

v2
A = B2

0

4πni0mi

. (35)

In terms of these quantities, the collision frequencies are given by
the following dimensionless expression

ν̃β = 2
√

2πεγ ã2uβ

{(
1 + |χβ |) , χβ ≤ 0

exp
(−χβ

)
, χβ > 0

, (36)

and the dispersion relation becomes

q2c2

v2
Az

= 1 +
∑

β

η2
β√

2quβz
Z(ζ̂ s

β ), (37)

where

ζ̂ s
β = z + srβ + iν̃β√

2quβ

. (38)

4 N U M E R I C A L R E S U LTS

In order to numerically solve the dispersion relation we consider a
plasma composed of electrons, protons and dust particles with the
following parameters: B0 = 1 G, ni0 = 109 cm−3, Ti = 104 K, Te =
Ti, and a = 10−4 cm, unless told otherwise. These are the same
parameters employed in the literature to study Alfvén waves in a
dusty plasma using a kinetic approach (see e.g. De Juli et al. 2005;
Ziebell et al. 2005; Gaelzer et al. 2008, 2010) and are typical of
stellar winds coming from carbon-rich stars (Tsytovich, Morfill &
Thomas 2004).

This choice of parameters is motivated by the fact that Alfvén
waves have been proposed as a possible accelerating mechanism
for stellar winds (see e.g. Alazraki & Couturier 1971; Falceta-
Goncalves & Jatenco-Pereira 2002), and carbon-rich stars are notable
for losing great amounts of their mass by way of powerful stellar
winds (Knapp 1987; Lafon & Berruyer 1991). Likewise, the Sun
loses some of its mass by way of its wind, which can also be
accelerated by damping of Alfvén waves, but we point out that
the solar wind may present plasma temperatures of about 100 eV
in the vicinity of the Sun’s atmosphere (Köhnlein 1996), much
larger than those of carbon-rich stars (around 1 eV). In the range of
temperatures typical to the solar corona, secondary electron emission
gains importance as another charging mechanism, which is not
considered in our theory.

Moreover, since the sun is an oxygen-rich star, it is more likely
the formation of silicate particles in its surroundings, as opposed
to carbon-rich stars where carbon particles will be more common
(Nanni et al. 2021). Silicate composed grains have a smaller
photoelectric yield (Feuerbacher & Fitton 1972), which will reduce
the current of photoelectrons emitted from these particles when
compared to carbon grains. Furthermore, silicate grains may be
considered as insulators that present a higher secondary emission
yield (Chow, Mendis & Rosenberg 1993).

Near the Sun, carbon grains sublimate around 4 R while silicate
grains can exist up to 2 R (Mann et al. 2004). On the other hand,
carbon stars are generally cooler and may feature a circumstellar
dust envelope formed mainly by carbon grains (Wallerstein & Knapp
1998).

Therefore, although the Sun has a higher surface temperature
(and radiation flux) than most of carbon-rich stars, the discussion
above makes us believe that the photoemission process will be more
significant in relation to other charging mechanisms in a carbon-rich
star. And since our work is more focused in the effects that arise when
the photoionization process is included in the theory, we believe that
the set of parameters typical of carbon-rich stars are better suited for
our purposes.

Regarding the parameters related to the photoelectric current, we
consider that the dust particles are in a distance of rd = 2 rs from
the star and are exposed to a blackbody radiation spectrum given by
equation (18), that emanates from a stellar surface with temperature
Ts between 4500 and 5000 K. This range of temperatures is within
the observed values for some of the hotter carbon stars (Wallerstein &
Knapp 1998), and is chosen with the purpose of analysing several
situations where the equilibrium dust charge assumes negative,
neutral, and positive values.

We consider that the dust grains are composed of carbon with
work function φ = 4.6 eV, a value accepted for both graphite and
glassy carbon (Sohda et al. 1997), maximum photoelectric efficiency
χm = 0.05 (Feuerbacher & Fitton 1972) and dust temperature Td =
300 K, which is within the range of temperatures of dust in the inner
circumstellar dust shells of carbon stars (Gail & Sedlmayr 2014).
This set of parameters is related only to the photoelectric current and
is maintained fixed, given that the variation of this current is achieved
by varying the stellar surface temperature.

It is worth mentioning that some of the chosen parameters may vary
significantly in a stellar environment. For example, instead of having
a constant value for all grains, the dust sizes are often described
by a distribution function where they can assume a range of values
from about 10−4 to 10−7 cm (Krüger & Sedlmayr 1997), so that the
value of a = 10−4 cm used in this work could be considered as a
superior limit. A different grain size should modify the charging
currents, changing its equilibrium electric charge, and the inelastic
collision frequencies given by equation (36). In future works, we
intend to include an analysis of the consequences that a distribu-
tion of grain sizes brings to the propagation and damping of the
waves.

Moreover, the densities and temperatures of plasma species will
change the absorption rates of the plasma particles by the dust grains.
To assume a similar temperature for ions and electrons could be
questionable, since the electron population gain energy from emitted
photoelectrons, raising its temperature above the ion temperature. On
the other hand, ions should have smaller temperature, in the range
of 1–2 × 103 K, in order to allow the condensation and formation of
dust grains in the vicinity of the star surface (Gail, Keller & Sedlmayr
1984; Gail & Sedlmayr 2014).

We also point out that the chosen ambient magnetic field value
will not modify qualitatively the obtained results, given that the
absorption currents are derived from the OML theory, which neglects
the presence of the magnetic field in the collision trajectories between
plasma particles and dust grains. Thereby, this parameter will only
modify the cyclotron frequency and Alfvén velocity, changing only
the values of normalized quantities. However, as mentioned in
Section 2.1, a sufficiently strong magnetic field, where the electron
Larmor radius is comparable or smaller than the dust particle radius,
could modify significantly the absorption of plasma particles by the
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dust grains (Salimullah et al. 2003; Lange 2016; Kodanova et al.
2019).

Even though we will investigate some consequences of plasma
temperature modification, we focus our analysis mainly in the
changes that the photoionization process brings to the waves’
properties, utilizing the fixed set of parameters mentioned at the
beginning of this section.

As pointed out before, the addition of the photoelectric current
will result in a different equilibrium dust charge that may modify the
dispersion relation through the quasi-neutrality condition. Therefore,
we start our investigation by studying this modification of the
equilibrium dust charge number Zd and electron density ne0 for
different values of dust density, obtained from ε = nd0/ni0.

The top panel of Fig. 1 shows the case where only the absorption
current is taken into account, this situation is symbolized with a
surface stellar temperature of Ts = 0 K, i.e. there is no incident
radiation on the dust particles. For the used parameters, we notice
that the equilibrium dust charge is always negative for all values of ε.
This is expected since the electron absorption rate is greater than the
ion absorption rate. Consequently, the equilibrium electron density
is always smaller than the ion density.

The middle and bottom panels of Fig. 1 include both the absorption
and photoionization currents, with stellar temperatures of Ts =
4500 K and Ts = 5000 K, respectively. These two temperature values
represent distinct cases, the former keeping the dust charge still
negative, but with smaller absolute value, while the latter is a
case where the dust particles acquire a positive electrical charge
and, consequently, the electron density becomes larger than the ion
density.

To start investigating the modification of the photoemission
process in the dispersion relation we plot the real part of the two
roots obtained from equation (37) for each of the signs s = ±1, using
the same set of parameters as in Fig. 1 with Ts = 4500 K. Fig. 2
shows zr(q), the real part of the roots of equation (37), as functions
of q.

For each wave mode and each value of q, there are two solutions
of equation (37), each with either positive or negative values for
zr, but both with the same value for zi. In Fig. 2, we show
dispersion relation curves for wave modes with either positive or
negative frequencies. The positive solutions correspond to forward-
propagating waves (phase velocity vφ = ωr/k > 0), relative to the
ambient magnetic field, whereas the negative solutions are related
to backward-propagating waves (vφ < 0). The solutions show that
the dispersive characteristics of a given parallel-propagating mode
does not depend on the propagation direction, as is expected due
to the symmetries of the plasma, the dust grains, and the charging
mechanisms.

A similar plot has already appeared in De Juli et al. (2005), where
the dispersion relation was evaluated for the same parameters without
the photoelectric current. The resemblance between these figures
could lead one to believe that the influence of the photoionization
mechanism is negligible, but this is due to the relatively extended
range of frequencies and wavenumbers shown in Fig. 2. The effect
of the photoionization appears on the small-wavenumber scale.

Nevertheless, this plot is useful to identify the wave modes
predicted by the dispersion relation, which are recognized from
well-known textbooks (see e.g. Krall & Trivelpiece 1973). The
roots identified as s = 1, a and s = −1, a correspond to the
whistler branch whereas the roots s = −1, b and s = 1, b are the
ion cyclotron modes. The wave modes can be identified by their
distinct circular polarizations. The whistler mode is the solution of
equation (26) with the ratio of the amplitudes of the electric field
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Figure 1. Equilibrium dust charge number Zd and electron density fraction
ne0/ni0 as a function of dust density fraction ε = nd0/ni0 for only absorption
of plasma particles as charging mechanism, i.e. no incidence of radiation (top
panel), and adding photoionization as charging mechanism with Ts = 4500 K
(middle panel) and Ts = 5000 K (bottom panel). The considered parameters
are Ti = 104 K, Te = Ti, ni0 = 109 cm−3, and a = 10−4 cm.

E1/E2 = −i, corresponding to a right-handed (R) circularly polarized
electromagnetic wave propagating parallel to the ambient magnetic
field. On the other hand, for the ion-cyclotron mode, E1/E2 = +i,
corresponding to left-handed (L) circularly polarized waves.

A simple rôle of thumb can also be employed to distinguish the
transverse modes. Since the effect of the dust becomes negligible
in the high wavenumber (small wavelength) limit, the asymptotic
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Figure 2. Real part of the normalized frequency zr for the roots obtained
using s = ±1 as a function of q for ε = 0.0, ε = 1.25 × 10−6, ε = 2.5 × 10−6,
ε = 3.75 × 10−6, and ε = 5.0 × 10−6. Parameters used are B0 = 1 G, ni0 =
109 cm−3, Ti = 104 K, Te = Ti, a = 10−4 cm, and Ts = 4500 K.

properties of the modes depicted in Fig. 2 are identical to the modes
propagating in a dust-free plasma. Hence, since the whistler mode
tends to ω = |�e| (for q → ∞), whereas the ion-cyclotron behaves as
ω → �i, the dispersion curves in Fig. 2 with |zr| > 1 are immediately
identified as the whistler mode.

Both modes couple for small values of q becoming the Alfvén
mode. Each of the curves actually corresponds to the superposition of
five curves, obtained with ε = 0.0, ε = 1.25 × 10−6, ε = 2.5 × 10−6,
ε = 3.75 × 10−6, and ε = 5.0 × 10−6.

Fig. 3 shows the real part of the frequencies zr for small values of
q, where is possible to see the modification caused by the presence of
dust. The whistler branch is shown in brown colour (s = 1, a) while
the ion cyclotron branch is in blue (s = −1, b).

We see in Fig. 3(a) two cases already known in the literature, the
case of a dustless plasma, given by the continuous lines, and the
case where dust grains are present and they are charged only by
absorption of plasma particles, given by the dotted lines. For ε = 0,
it is possible to observe the coupling between the whistler and ion
cyclotron modes into the Alfvén mode for small q. On the other hand,
the presence of a small density of ε = 5.0 × 10−6 of dust negatively
charged results in a detachment between the modes for all values of
wavenumber. We also note that both modes show a region with null
group velocity (constant zr), a feature observed only in the presence
of dust.

Fig. 3(b) shows some cases where there is incidence of radiation
on the surface of dust particles, resulting in an equilibrium dust
charge with negative (dotted lines), null (dashed lines) or positive
(continuous lines) values. We see that, in the cases where the grains
assume zero or positive values, the lines corresponding to the whistler
and ion cyclotron modes meet in a certain region of wavenumber
values. That is, the detachment for all values of q between these two
modes occurs only in the case of negatively charged dust particles.

We also observe that the presence of the photoionization process
reduces the interval where the modes present constant values of zr,
and that the separation of the lines in the region of null group velocity
reduces for smaller values of |Zd|. This feature was also remarked by
Gaelzer et al. (2010) and is related to the charge imbalance between
electrons and ions that occurs in the presence of dust particles. Since
this imbalance is attenuated for smaller values of |Zd|, the separation
between the curves is also attenuated and, as a consequence, for
positively charged dust grains, where the electron population is
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Figure 3. Plot of zr as a function of q for (a) a dustless plasma (continuous
lines) and ε = 5.0 × 10−6 considering only the absorption current (dotted
lines); (b) ε = 5.0 × 10−6 considering both the absorption and photoelectric
currents, with stellar temperature of Ts = 4500 K (dotted lines), Ts � 4620 K
(dashed lines), and Ts = 5000 K (continuous lines). Brown lines (s = 1, a)
are the whistler mode and blue lines (s = −1, b) are the ion cyclotron mode.

greater than the ion population, the ion cyclotron mode achieves
bigger values of zr than the whistler mode for small values of q.

Fig. 4 shows the corresponding imaginary parts zi of the roots
depicted in Fig. 2 as a function of q for the whistler branch (s = 1, a
and s = −1, a) and ion cyclotron branch (s = 1, b and s = −1, b).
In these figures, we show the case of a dustless plasma (continuous
lines) and the case of a plasma with the presence of a small density
ε = 5 × 10−6 of dust particles (discontinuous lines) exposed to
different values of radiation flux, determined by the stellar surface
temperature Ts.

First of all, we notice that zi(q) depends only on the wave mode
and plasma parameters and not on the propagation direction. Again,
this is expected due to the general symmetry of the system. Since zi

is proportional to the absorption coefficient of the waves, which is
due to the irreversible processes of wave–particle interactions that
occur in the plasma, these processes are the same for both forward-
and backward-propagating waves in the system under consideration.

We see that in the absence of dust the whistler mode has negligible
damping values for all values of q. For the ion cyclotron mode, the
damping rate is also negligible for ε = 0 in the region of small
q, but becomes significant when q � 1, this is known as the ion
cyclotron damping and is due to wave–particle resonance. We notice
from the discontinuous lines that the presence of dust particles causes
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Figure 4. Imaginary part of the normalized frequency zi as a function of q
for: the roots labelled as s = 1, a and s = −1, a in Fig. 2, i.e. the whistler
branch (top panel); the roots labelled as s = 1, b and s = −1, b in Fig. 2, i.e.
the ion cyclotron branch (bottom panel). Continuous lines are the cases of a
dustless plasma (ε = 0) while discontinuous lines represent the cases with
ε = 5 × 10−6 for several values of Ts.

the appearance of a new damping mechanism in both modes, which
tends to dominate over the ion cyclotron damping.

This new damping mechanism is already known (see e.g. De Juli
et al. 2005; Ziebell et al. 2005) and is caused by the imaginary term
iν̃β that appears in the dispersion relation in the presence of dust.
This term corresponds to the average inelastic collision frequency
between dust grains and plasma particles. De Juli et al. (2005) showed
that in the approximation ν̃β = 0 this new damping rate disappears,
demonstrating that it is in fact due to the inelastic collisions that
happen in the presence of dust.

We can see the effect of photoionization in this damping mecha-
nism by comparing the different discontinuous lines in both panels of
Fig. 4, which represent distinct photoionization currents incident on
the grain’s surface, modifying the dust equilibrium electrical charge
and, consequently, the inelastic collision frequency. We consider
the case without photoionization (Ts = 0 K) and three cases with
the presence of radiation where the grains acquire a negative (Ts =
4500 K), neutral (Ts � 4620 K), or positive (Ts = 5000 K) equilibrium
electrical charge.

It is possible to see that, in general, a larger radiation flux
will diminish the damping rate of both modes for the considered
parameters. However, in the region of small wavenumber the
behaviour of the curves may change with the change of sign of
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Figure 5. Imaginary part of the normalized frequency zi as a function of
q for: whistler waves (top panel) and ion cyclotron waves (bottom panel).
Different values of temperatures are considered: Ti = Te = 104 K (continuous
lines); Ti = 2 × 103 K, and Te = 104 K (dashed lines); Ti = 104 K and Te =
5 × 104 K (dotted lines). Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2, with
Ts = 5000 K and ε = 5.0 × 10−6.

the dust electrical charge. For negatively charged grains, whistler
waves (right circularly polarized) will be strongly absorbed for very
small values of wavenumber, while the ion cyclotron waves (left
circularly polarized) present negligible damping rate in this region.
This feature was already observed in works where only the absorption
of particles is considered as charging mechanism of dust particles
and, consequently, the grains can acquire only negative values of
electrical charge (see e.g. De Juli et al. 2005; Ziebell et al. 2005;
Gaelzer et al. 2010).

Now, when photoionization is considered and when the intensity
of radiation is big enough to allow the grains to acquire a neutral
or positive electrical charge, we observe that the whistler waves will
show negligible damping rate while the ion cyclotron waves will be
strongly absorbed in the region of very small q. Hence, we conclude
that the polarization of the waves together with the dust electrical
charge’s sign will determine if the waves will show very high or low
values of damping rate for small values of wavenumber.

The effects of plasma species’ temperatures in the damping of
whistler and ion cyclotron modes can be appreciated in Fig. 5 where
we consider the case of Te/Ti = 5. As mentioned before, this is a more
realistic situation since the electron population will gain energy from
photoelectrons emitted from dust particles. We compare this situation
with the case Te = Ti (continuous lines) already showed in Fig. 4
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for Ts = 5000 K, this is done by raising the electron temperature to
Te = 5 × 104 K (dotted lines) or by diminishing the ion temperature
to Ti = 2 × 103 K (dashed lines), maintaining the other specie’s
temperature in 104 K.

The panels in Fig. 5 show that the increase in electron temperature
will increase the damping rates of the modes, but it does not change
qualitatively the dependence of zi with q. However, when we change
the ion temperature we observe a qualitative change in the curves
together with the decrease in damping values. Now, the damping
rate of the whistler mode rises with increasing wavenumber where
before it would reduce for greater values of q in the considered
range. For the ion cyclotron waves we see that the damping rate
has a large decrease when we reduce the ion temperature, with zi

being practically independent of q until it reaches the region of the
ion cyclotron damping, which now occurs for a greater value of
wavenumber, around q � 1.4.

Finally, we investigate the changes due to photoionization when we
vary the dust density of the plasma for a fixed value of wavenumber.
Fig. 6 shows the plots of the real and imaginary parts of the
normalized wave frequency z as a function of ε for a fixed value
of q = 0.1 and three values of stellar surface temperature Ts. We
identify the roots from Fig. 2 for ε = 0, the s = 1, a and s = −1, a
curves correspond to the whistler branch whereas the s = −1, b and
s = 1, b curves correspond to the ion cyclotron branch.

The top panels of Fig. 6 show the case without photoionization
(Ts = 0 K), which has already been studied within this formulation
and the parameters used in this work (see e.g. De Juli et al. 2005;
Ziebell et al. 2005), we reproduce this case here in order to compare
with the case where photoionization is added. We see in Fig. 6(a)
that the roots corresponding to the whistler branch display decreasing
values of |zr| for increasing dust density up to a certain point, after that
this value starts to increase together with ε. The roots corresponding
to the ion cyclotron branch also show decreasing value of |zr| for
increasing ε until a point where they cross each other and then keep
their real values practically constant with increasing dust density.
Fig. 6(b) shows that the damping of both modes increases with dust
density up to a certain value of ε, after that the damping rates of the
whistler branch continue to increase while the ion cyclotron branch
are gradually reduced.

When the photoelectric current is added through a stellar tem-
perature of Ts = 4500 K (negatively charged grains), we get the
case shown in the middle panels of Fig. 6. We see from Fig. 6(c)
that the whistler and ion cyclotron modes again have decreasing
values of |zr| for increasing ε up to a certain point, after which they
have a different behaviour when compared with Fig. 6(a). Now the
whistler modes keep its values |zr| practically constant while the ion
cyclotron modes show increasing values of |zr| with increasing dust
density. We also notice that the point of ε where the ion cyclotron
modes meet is larger when we consider photoionization, and that the
whistler modes cross the curves corresponding to the ion cyclotron
modes, something that does not happen in Fig. 6(a). Fig. 6(d) shows
that the damping rates of the modes also behave differently when
photoionization is considered; in this case, it is the ion cyclotron
modes that display increasing damping rate for increasing dust
density, while the whistler modes gradually reduce its values of
|zi|.

This coupling between different modes and the exchange of
behaviours of the damping curves was also observed by Ziebell et al.
(2005) for the case without photoionization, but starting in a greater
value of wavenumber, about q � 0.2, for the same set of parameters.
Hence, we conclude that the presence of radiation can reduce the
minimum value of wavenumber where the whistler mode crosses the

ion cyclotron mode and an exchange of the behaviours of the modes
occurs.

The case of positively charged grains (Ts = 5000 K) can be seen
in the bottom panels of Fig. 6. We notice that now the curves
corresponding to the ion cyclotron mode no longer meet as in
previous cases. The damping rates of the ion cyclotron mode continue
to show increasing values for increasing ε, as in the case of Ts =
4500 K. The whistler waves also present similar behaviour of the
damping rates when compared with Ts = 4500 K, with a larger value
of ε where |zi| starts to decrease.

5 C O N C L U S I O N S

We have used a kinetic formulation to study the propagation and
damping of waves in a homogeneous magnetized dusty plasma
with parameters that can be typically found in stellar winds. Dust
particles were assumed to be immobile and have variable charge
caused by absorption of plasma particles and by photoionization.
We have considered the case of propagation of waves and radiation
exactly parallel to the ambient magnetic field. Our analysis has been
done focusing on the changes that the addition of the photoionization
process brings to the dispersion relation, comparing it with previous
studies where only the absorption of particles has been considered
as charging mechanism of the dust grains.

The results show that the coupling between the whistler and ion
cyclotron modes into the Alfvén mode, which is known to occur
in the absence of dust for small values of wavenumber, no longer
happens in the presence of negatively charged dust particles, but
may occur in a certain region of wavenumber values for neutral or
positive grains. We also see in Fig. 3 that these modes show null
group velocity in an interval of small wavenumber values when dust
is present in the plasma, and that the photoionization process tends
to reduce the maximum value of wavenumber where the waves are
non-propagating.

The study of the damping rates of the whistler and ion cyclotron
modes for small value of dust density shows that these modes present
a new damping mechanism caused by inelastic collisions, which
the photoionization process tends to attenuate for the parameters
considered in Fig. 4. For very small values of wavenumber, the
damping rates of these modes may exchange behaviours when the
dust particles’ electrical charge changes sign, showing either very
small or very high values of damping rates.

The analysis of the effects of different temperatures of the plasma
species on the damping rates of the whistler and ion cyclotron modes
(Fig. 5) shows that the reduction of ion temperature by a factor of 5
will greatly decrease the ion cyclotron damping rates for small values
of wavenumber, this rate being almost constant until it reaches the
region where the non-collisional damping takes place. The whistler
mode also shows a decrease of its damping rate for reduced ion
temperature, where it shows increasing damping values for larger
wavenumber.

Finally, in Fig. 6 we investigate the dependence of the frequencies
on the dust density for a fixed wavenumber. We notice that the pres-
ence of photoionization can greatly modify the real and imaginary
values of the modes for large dust densities. The whistler mode,
for example, shows damping values that increase almost linearly
with dust density when we consider only absorption of particles
as charging mechanism. However, if we add the photoionization
process, this mode can decrease its damping rate for increasing values
of dust density.

Our results have shown that the presence of a dust component in the
stellar wind from carbon-rich stars substantially alters the dispersion
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Figure 6. Real (left-hand panels) and imaginary (right-hand panels) parts of the normalized wave frequencies z as a function of ε with constant value of q =
0.1 and three distinct values of radiation intensity, given by the stellar surface temperature Ts. Other parameters are the same as in Fig. 2.

characteristics and wave–particle interactions of the Alfvén waves
generated by fluctuations of the ambient magnetic field. Since it is
believed that Alfvén waves play a significant role in the heating and
acceleration processes that take place in the wind, our results have
shown the need for further research on the subject.

There are several avenues of investigation that can be followed
from our work. One of such avenues is the study of the effects of
dust on the dispersion and absorption of oblique-propagating Alfvén
waves, since the electric field of these waves, particularly of the
kinetic Alfvén waves, can operate as an additional acceleration force

for the plasma particles. We are currently pursuing this subject and
intend to publish our findings in the near future.

However, a more complete investigation about the effects of the
dust on the propagation and damping of Alfvén waves occurring
in stellar winds, and their subsequent influence on the dynamical
evolution of the wind must necessarily be carried out by a theoretical
model that takes into account the non-linear nature of the local
wave–particle and wave–wave interactions. This work is based
on the linearized form of the Klimontovich–Maxwell system of
equations and the results we obtained can thus be considered as
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initial conditions for a more comprehensive treatment that takes
into account the higher order non-linear terms in the Klimontovich–
Maxwell system. Such treatment is a logical and necessary extension
of our work that we intend to pursue in the future. Notwithstanding,
from the observed and inferred influence of Alfvén waves on the
solar wind, it is expected that the modifications that occur due to
the dust population reported here will ultimately affect the non-
linear processes where Alfvén waves are involved in the dust-rich
environment of carbon stars, thereby affecting their processes of
coronal heating and wind acceleration and energization.

Our formalism can also be applied to other astrophysical environ-
ments where a magnetized plasma is contaminated by dust particles.
The magnetospheres of Jupiter and Saturn are obvious examples,
since the composition of the magnetospheres of these giants is
constantly affected by geologically active satellites and by planetary
rings. In such environments, the charge of the dust is observed to vary
substantially within the magnetosphere, thereby rapidly altering the
characteristics of the Alfvén waves.
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A P P E N D I X A : C O M P O N E N T εP FOR PARALLEL
P RO PAG AT I O N

Considering a population of dust particles with constant radius a and
radiation propagating in parallel to the ambient magnetic field, we
may expresses the component of the dielectric tensor related to the
photoelectric current as (Galvão & Ziebell 2012)

εP
ij = UP

i SP
j , (A1)
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where bβ = k⊥p⊥/mβ�β is the Larmor radius and Jl = Jl(bβ ) are
the Bessel functions of the first kind. We point out to the work of
Galvão & Ziebell (2012) for the explicit forms of others terms in
equations (A2) and (A3), since they are not of interest in this work.

Using a small Larmor radius expansion for the Bessel functions
and their derivatives

Jl � bl
β

2l(l!)
, J

′
l � lb

(l−1)
β

2l(l!)
, (A5)

is easy to show that, for parallel propagation (k⊥ = 0), we have
�

lβ

i3 = 0 for i �= 3 and �
lβ

3j = 0 for j �= 3, resulting in

εP =
⎛
⎝0 0 0

0 0 0
0 0 UP

3 SP
3

⎞
⎠, (A6)

which shows that in this case the component εP of the dielectric tensor
does not contribute to the dispersion relation for Alfvén waves.
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